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Terrariums & Miniature 

Gardens

by Kathryn Arthurs

(Abe Books) A Sunset Guide for terrariums and miniature gardens. With nice 

index of b&w photos; useful.

Gardening in Containers

by David Clark
No description available at this time.

Plants in Pots

by Andi Clevely
(Abe Books) This stylish and simple guide shows you how to make effective 

and changing plant displays in containers, and maintain them with ease.

Potted Gardens

by Rebecca Cole

(Amazon) Rebecca Cole--once an actress/activist and now the owner of the 

trend-setting Greenwich Village store Potted Gardens--introduces a whole new 

way to garden. Using any container--from the bed of a toy truck to a bedpan--

and any kind of plant--from rose to weed--would-be gardeners can follow 

Rebecca's guidance and plant a bit of beauty in a corner of their homes or 

gardens.

Indoor Plants

by Jane/Graham 

Courtier/Clarke

(Abe Books) From its fully illustrated, meticulously detailed directories of 

indoor plants to its inspiring ideas for using plants to enhance any setting, 

"Indoor Plants" makes it easy to turn a window sill, a corner, or even a whole 

room, into a delightful garden spot.

Gardens To Go

by Sydney Eddison

(Abe Books) A beautifully illustrated introduction to the art of container 

gardening explains how to design, coordinate, plant, and care for a container 

garden, with special tips on color and texture, informational sidebars, 

cultivation tips, sources for gardening supplies, a guide to plant hardiness 

zones, and two hundred full-color photographs.

100 Plants for Pots & 

Containers

by Mary Moody

(Abe Books) Each title in this series presents 100 of the best plants to suit a 

specific need, providing detailed guidance on the cultivation of each variety. 

This volume describes a wide range of attractive varieties that are ideally 

suited to pots, troughs, sinks and other containers.

Houseplant Basics

by David Squire

(Abe Books) A house is just not a home without a lush selection of plants. Most 

houseplants don't demand much time or attention, and they can look attractive for 

years...when treated properly. If you love the idea of showing off a healthy, flourishing 

indoor garden (like the ones pictured  here), then these are the basics you must know 

for cultivating happy plants. To get the most from them, it's important to understand 

how similar species live in the wild, and to meet their compost, lighting, humidity, and 

temperature needs in both winter and summer. 
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